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I. Introduction:

Erythropo Jet l n, p I esme erythropo i et ic st lmu Io ting fector,

Carnot serum, hematopoietine, erythropoletlc stimulant (ll. 

Whet e veriety of names for the elusive agent which seems to 

control red blood cell production. It appears thet ell the ebove 

titles, formidable or otherwise, refer to the same substance. What, 

then, is this substance? 

For the sake of convenience, we will refer to this substance as 

EPH lerythropQietic hormone>. It is a humoral egent which 

apparently controls the number of circulating red blood cells in 

the body. How it does this is not known. Most authors agree that 

its site of action is the bone merrow. It seems to heve no effect 

on the red cells once they ere in circulation. It has been 

postuleted that its function is to regulate the release of mature 

red cells from the marrow (I). Others have seid it stimulates red 

cell development from the stem cell. Sti II others feel that it 

controls the speed of maturation of the cells from existent 

erythroid precursors ti>. Some feel thet it may mobilize factors 

essentiel for RBC production, J.e. - iron, copper, nucleic acids, 

etc.

Another question is - What controls the level of the circu- 

lating EPH? It eppeers that the major factor is the oxygen 

cerry1ng capacity of the blood, or more correctly, the retlo of 

blood oxygen supply to tissue oxygen demand. If this is reduced, 
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as in anemia of hemorrhage or hemolysis, or in hypoxemla of 

pulmonary or cardiac disease, or the enemie of marrow depres 

sion, then the level of EPH is increased. This increase is reel, 

and can be assayed in various laboratory test animels. It is 

necessary, however, that the other needed factors for red cell 

production be present in adequate amounts for a full response 

to occur. 

The above paragraph poses another question - What cells of 

the body, in response to a diminished oxygen supply, react by 

producing EPH? This is the principal question with which I 

wish to deel in this paper. Before delving Into this, let's 

briefly review some of the research which has led to our present 

knowledge of EPH. 
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11. History:

Carnot and DeFlandre (ll, in 1906, coined the word 

Hemopoietine to designate en erythropoleticafly active substance in 

the plasma of rabbits rendered anemic by bleeding. Five decades 

later, Reissmenn (I) substantiated their theory by show ing thet 

if one member of e peir of parabiotic rats is exposed 

to reduced barometric pressure, while its mate breathes room 

air, both develop the seme degree of polycythemia end erythrold 

hyperplasia. Further support was added by Grant (fl, who �howed 

that rats, suckled by mothers who had been intermittently exposed 

to low oxygen tension, showed higher red cell counts, hematocrits 

end blood oxygen levels than litterm�tes nursed by unexposed 

mothers. Much other work has also been done lately. 

The utilization of similar methods of bio-essey in the 

last 5 to 10 years hes made research of EPH more fruitful, and hes 

made comparison between results of different sets of workers more 

valid. The accepted test donor animal for erythropoietical ly 

active serum is one, such as e mouse, ret, rabbit, or dog, which 

has been rendered hypoxic through hemorrhage, phenylhydraztne 

treatment, or exposure to low oxygen tensions. The serum is 

obtained usually through ropld exsonguinetion vie cerdiac puncture. 

Serum is also used from severely anemic patients, such as those 

suffering from hypo- or aplestic enemies, pernicious anemia or 

refractive anemia. Such serum is then pooled or kept 
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seperete, frozen, boiled, set on the shelf or mixed with enti

biotics, as each group sees fit. 

The test recipient anlmol is like those mentioned ebove, which 

is normel and fed, normal and starved, hypophysectomized 

and fed or sterved. The serum is usually given in multiple 

injections, either sub.Q or intravenously. Control enimals ere 

treated similarly, except that sat ine or normal serum is used 

for the injections. It is important that the procedures used 1n 

a test be simllar for each group of enimols, so es to restrict 

the unknown elements to the injected serum. 

The indices used for measuring the erythropoietic activity 

of the test serum ere many. After a set period of time follow ing 

the injections, the recipient animals' hemogrems are examined. This 

may include reticulocyte counts, hemetocrit determinations, red eel I 

counts, hemoglobin levels and bone marrow studies. A 

new aid in this type of study is the use of radioactive isotopes. 

The one most commonly used is Fe59 . A known quantity of this

substance is injected into the recipient animal tntravenously after 

the test serum hes been given. At a set time later, en aliquot of 

the recipient's blood is withdrewn and from it is determined the 

percentage of the given dose of Fe 59 which hes 

been incorporeted into the red cells. All of the above procedures, 

end specifically the Fe59 studies and the reticulocyte
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determinations (9), have been deemed occurote guides to the 

erythropoletic response of the recipient animals. 

I will briefly refer to the chemical nature of EPH. 

"Dfscrepeneies exist in the erea of the chemistry of ESFtt (I). 

In short, It Is confusing et the present time. 
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Ill. The Kidney: 

The basic theory I wish to discuss is that the kidney is the 

site of production of EPH. It is reesonable to assume that the 

kidney, that bean shaped mess of functionally phenomenal cells, 

may have a celluler system which is instrumental in keep ing our 

circulating red cell �ss at an optimum level. let's exemfne some 

of the literature which deals with this subject. 

There are numerous articles, and I will mention only e few, 

which cite cases of polycythemia coexistent with renal lesions, 

predominantly hypernephr0ffl8s. OeWeerd and Hagedorn (51 present 7 

cases of such coe�istant entities. Each of tne patients was 

treated surgically for the kidney tumor, end in 5 cases t-her-e wes 

a remission of the polycythemia. The article makes no mention of 

cardiac or pulmonary diseases which might account for the 

polycythemie on e secondary basis, but the remisstons follow i ng 

surgery suggest the t. there was no other cause. Frey ( 6) cites a 

case similar to the ones above, end excludes the other diseases 

which conYnOnly might account for e secondary polycythemia. 

Berger and Sinkoff (7l revelwed 273 cases of hyperne.:. phrome, and 

found thet I.SJ ·of the petients hed polycythemia 
1 
and thet 5.5J 

hed hemoglobin values of 15.0 grams per cent or better. They did 

not include e calculation of the expected rate of polycythemia in 

this number of patients. Lawrence and Donald l12l point out that 

Forsell, in 1946, strongly felt that 
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there was a relationship between polycythemia and hypernephromo. 

These authors presented statistics on 325 cases of polycythemfe, 

(251 of which were primary or vere), end found an actual incidence 

of associated hypernephrome of 0.93�. The expected occurrence, 

calculated from national statistics, is 0.003J. 

While this is not ironclad evidence, it suggests that the 

kidney is related to EPH production. It is eesy to visualize 

how the kidney tumor could account for the increased red cells, if 

it were the site of origin of EPH. The tumor, which contains 

hyperplastic renal tissue assumed to be functional, could pro 

duce EPH autonomously, without the stimulation of hypoxia, and 

thus prod the marrow to pr.oduce excessive red eel Is. Another 

possibility is that the tumor tissue, in response to a moderate 

hypoxic stimulation, would hyperfunction and more EPH would be 

released than needed, and a polycythemie result. 

In order to put a firmer base under this idea, it would be 

necessary to show that all cases of hypernephrome are associated 

with a polycythemia, or at least with hemoglobin values above, 

or et 1 the upper limit of normal. It is also important to dis 

cover the relationship of other kidney tumors - Wilm's, clear

cell, etc. with polyeythemia. This brings up another 

consideration, which is, that if only hypernephromas are 

associated with an increased red cell mass, what cellular elements, 

Which could 
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produce EPH, are present in hypernephromas, but are not found 

in the other renal tumors? 

Substantiation for this line of reasoning is not to be 

had at the present, however, and we have a weakness in our theory. 

We will go on to stronger points in this argument and find better 

evidence. 

Two most interesting articles by Dr. Sverre Osnes, of Norway, 

support the theory that the kidney is the site of EPH production, 

or as he puts it, an erythropoietic principle. His papers reflect 

a great deal of work, and the complexity of some of his procedures 

is impressive. 

In his first report (2), he studied the response of mice 

to bleeding, after various alterations in their kidneys. In the 

first group, mice, who had be�n subjected to bilateral nephrecto 

mies, failed to respond to acute hemorrhage. Failure of response 

wes reflected by a lack of reticulocyte increase over 3 to 4 days. 

A group of mice whose ureters had been ligated did respond with 

a moderate reticulocyte increase, while mice hevlng only partial 

nephrectomies showed o good retJculocyte rise following the 

bleeding. 

In his second report {3), his investigation went even 

further. He began by subjecting 3 groups of mice to renal 

destructive procedures. Al I 3 groups hed e,ooo r. delivered to 

the left kidney. In group A, the right kidney wes removed, in 
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group B, the right ureter was ligoted, and in group C, the right 

ureter was given a peritoneal outlet. The uremia which developed 

after seven weeks wes similar in all 3 groups (BUN - 156,152, and 

160 mgs.J respectively>. The interesting development wes that the 

hemoglobin values at the end of the seven weeks were quite 

different. In group A - 46.5�; �roup B - 66.3�; group C - 99.0�. 

�ach group had shown a steady decline from the first week, but 

group Chad leveled off et 85J at 3 weeks, and then slowly rose 

again. 

Only group C mice had much functioning tissue in their 

right kidneys, as the right kidney of group B mice became hydro 

nephrotic with loss of tissue substance. This points up two items 

of interest. First, that functioning kidney tissue is essential 

for e response to hemorrhage, end second, that uremia, per se, 

does not inhibit red eel I production. 

He supported this further by work on three more groups of 

mice, all of which were bled o.5 ml. Group A showed e reticulo

cyte increase in 28 hours, <2� to��), group B, a steedy decline, 

(2J to I�) While group C showed en increase the same as group A. 

This egaln shows that the absence of ki�ney tissue prevents a 

response to an ecute hemorrhage, but also shows thet the absence 

of kidneys does not prevent a response to erythropoietically 

active serum. This suggests that the kidneys play en important 

role in the production of EPH. 

I I 



Osnes now comes to the main point of his paper, which is, 

that there are two factors involved in the control of red cell 

production, The first he cal Is Erythropoietin, and states that 

it is probably produced outside of the kidney. The second he 

calls the Erythropoietic Principle produced by the kidney. He 

supports this postulate by some additional experiments. 

He first showed that both normal and nephritic mice (made 

so by treating both kidneys with 4,000 r.> respond to active 

serum from normal bled mice with a good reticulocyte increase, 

over a 6-day period, He then used two groups of mice, the first 

normal and the second group nephritic, to each of which he gave a 

single injection of serum from nephritic mice whose hemoglobins 

ranged from 30-68J. The normal mice showed a good response over 

4 days, while the nephritic mice showed a steady decrease in 

reticulocytes. A third experiment along this line used the same 

recipient mice (normal and nephritic>, but the donor serum was 

obtained from nephrectomized mice, kept alive by peritoneal 

lavage, which had been bled. Once again, the normal mice showed 

a reticulocyte increase over 4 days, while the nephritic mice 

failed to show any such increase. 

These studies show that: (I) The active serum from bled 

normal mice is capable of stimulating both normal and nephritic 

mice; (2) The active serum from bled nephritic mice is capable of 

producing red eel I production in normal mice, but not in 
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nephritic mice; end (3) The factor necessary for a reticulocyte 

response in nephritic mice is missing in ectlve serum from 

nephritic mice. These experiments support his idea that there 

are two substances capable of stimulating erythropoiesis. 

The first, erythropoietin, produced outside the kidney, is 

present in the serum from both normal and nephritic bled mice. 

The second, the kidney factor, while present in active serum 

from normal mice, is missing in serum from nephritic mice. This 

explains why normal mice, with intact kidneys to produce the 

factor, can respond to active serum from nephritic mice, which 

contains increased erythropoietin only. It also explains why 

nephritic mice, whose kidneys cannot produce their own factor, 

do not respond to serum of nephritic mice, which also leeks the 

kidney factor. These-experiments also support Osnes' theory that 

both of the factors ere needed for erythropoiesis, end thet leek 

of the kidney factor is responsible for the anemia Which develops 

in nephritic mice. 

Additional support is given this theory by Osnes 1 work 

using serum from anemic human patients, one with e hemorrhagtc 

anemia and one with an iron-deficiency anemia. The injection of 

these serums produced e reticulocyte increase in both the normal 

and the nephritic mice. Also tested were the serums from two 

other anemic patients, both with chronic nephritis. In these 

tests, the normal mice showed a reticulocyte response, while the 

nephritic mice showed none. 
13 



Gordon, in his recent review of this subject (I), states 

thet if the site of production of EPH is postulated, a sensitive 

test for ascertaining the correctness of the postulate is to 

determine en animal's response with that organ system removed or 

its function decreased. I think it fair to say that Osnes has 

gone a long way in fulfilling this requirement. 

The work of Jacobsen, et al (131 tends to confirm these 

results. They showed that rats, having had their pituitary, 

adrenals, thyroid, gonads, stomach, intestines or 7/8 of their 

liver removed, could sti II respond to anoxie with en increased 

EPH level. Rats subjected to bilateral nephrectomies, however, 

failed to so respond. This assay method was to give serum 

from the above animals, after bleeding, to normal rats, end 

measure the Fe59 uptake. They also showed that rats with both 

ureters ligated could respond to the stimulus, although to a 

lesser degree. While these results are less convincing, they are 

indicative that the kidney is important in erythropoiesis. 

The results of the work of Erslev (10) are also compatible 

with Osnes' experiments. He used normal rabbits for recipient 

anim�ls and meesured their response by reticulocyte and hemo 

globin determinations. He showed thet: (I) Rebbits subjected to 

bilateral nephrectomies do not respond to hemorrhage, end that 

their hemoglobin levels drop slowly over 6.-8 days. (21 Rabbits, 

with e unileterel nephrectomy end the opposite ureter ligated, 
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showed e slight tncreese in hemoglobin end reticulocyte count 

following hemorrhage. In another experiment he found that: 

(3) Serum from bilaterally nephrectomized rabbits, which were

kept anemic for 20 hours, produced es good a response in 

recipient anfmels as did serum from normal rabbits similarly 

anemic. 

The results in ll) end (2) agree with Osnes' work, that the 

leek of kidney tissue prevents a response to bleeding, but thet 

even a portion of functioning renal tissue wi II help to offset 

the anemia. The results in (3) are in accord with 

Dr. Osnes• work on the normal animal's response to anemic neph• 

ritic serum. 

As is to be expected, there are authors who do not share 

the opinions of Osnes and Jacobsen as to the role of the kidney 

in EPH production. It is interesting, however, that their 

results are compatible with the results of the other authors. 

Prentice and Mirand (4), in a similar project, used hypophysec

tomized rats es recipient animals and Fe59 uptake as a measure 

ment of donor serum activity. They first pieced e series of 

normel rats in an atmosphere of reduced oxygen tension, for 

varying periods of time. The serum from such rats, after 4 hours 

exposure, produced a 15.6� uptake in the recipient rats; after 8 

hours exposure, 32J uptake, and after 24 hours, 34.5�. C9ntrol 

values for this procedure averaged 2.7%. A second and thlrd 

group of rats, group A having had unilateral hephrectomies 15 



and group B, bilateral nephrectomies, were subjected to similar 

reduced oxygen levels. The results: 

Group A - 4 hr. exp. - 13.9� Group B -

8 hr. exp. 31.2J 

24 hr. exp. - 40.0J 

4 hr. exp. 17.9, 

8 hr. exp. - 13.2� 

24 hr. exp� - 37.9� 

The authors felt that the EPH response in these animals suggested 

that the kidney was not the site of EPH production. Again, 

however, these results are compatible with the previous work 

showing the normal animal's response to anemic nephritic serum. 

An interesting sidelight here is the theory, put forth by 

Dr. Osnes in his first article (21, that the juxtaglomerular 

bodies are related in some way to the production of the kidney 

factor. By doing sections on the kidneys of the mice used for 

his .studies, he showed changes in the granules of the juxta

glomerular cells, Which he said were significant. These included: 

(ll Under normal conditions, the granules were present in moderate 

numbers, and stained well with crystal violet and light green 

dyes. (2) If the animal was anemic from bleeding, the number of 

granules was decreased. (31 In kidneys which have been irrodf. 

ated, both the j.g. cells and the granules are normal to increased 

in number. Unfortunately, he does not delve into the ful I signi

ficance of such changes, but said that more will be published on 

this at a later time. 
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I elso want to mention en erticle by P. M. Hertroft (81, 

discussing changes in the j.g. granules essocieted with renel 

diseese. She points out that: (I) In hypertension, the granules 

are decreased so long as the blood supply is edequate. (21 If 

the cells become ischemic, the granules increase, but a rising 

blood pressure will cause them to decrease again. Again, 

unfortunately, the significance of these findings is not cteer,. 

but it does make me anxious to see Dr. Osnes• discussion of this 

metter. 

will next present some information concerning the second 

theme of this paper, namely, the role of the liver in the 

production of EPH. 
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IV. The Liver:

Dr. Osnes, in his experiments with enemic humon serum (31, 

obtained some from two patients suffering from chronic hepatitis. 

This serum produced no response ln normel mice, but a good re

sponse was seen in the nephritic mice. This result is explained 

if we assume the liver to be the source of erythropoietin. 

The hepatitis patient, enemic due to lack of erythropoietin, 

still has a high titer of kidney factor. Such serum will then produce no 

response in normal mice lno increased erythropoietln level) ✓ but will 

ln the n�phritic mice (high kidney factor in the donor serum; high 

erythropoietin titer in the nephritic recipient>. 

Jacobsen, et al (9) showed that, in rabbits made anemic 

by phenylhydrezine treatment, those rabbits showing the greatest 

liver damage (at necropsy> were the ones whose serum was the most 

active in the recipient animals. He felt that this may represent 

a decrease in the animals ability to destroy or inhibit EPH, and 

that the liver may destroy, or produce an inhibitor of EPH. 

Prentice & Mirand (II), in another project, studied the 

effects of liver demege on rots ability to respond to anoxta. The 

Ii ver damoge wes produced by subcuteneous inject ions of CCl4, and 

the anoxia produced by exposure to 10� oxygen etmos

�h�e. He measured the serum activity tn hypophysectomized rets. 
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The results showed that the liver damaged rets' serum gave a 

good response in the recipient animals, end that as the degree 

of liver demage increased, so did the recipient's response. 

This, too, suggests the liver es the site of inhibition rather 

then the site of production of EPH. 
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v. Discussion:

In evaluating the research done to determine the site of EPH 

production, it is important that each group's work be used as a 

test of any theory advanced. I shall discuss two theories brought 

out in this paper, end test each against the results which have 

been presented. 

The first theory is a combination of the ideas of Or. Osnes 

and those of Jacobsen, et el, end Prentice and Mirand. 

Theory A. The kidney produces the factor essential for 

stimulating erythropoiesis, and the liver acts to inhibit or 

destroy it, as needed, to keep the red cell mass at an optimum 

level. 

Experimentor end support provided: 

1. Jacobsen, et al - YES - A decrease in the amount of 

functioning liver tissue produces increased EPH levels ln 

response to anemia. (No direct support for the kidney as the 

site of EPH production> 

2. Prentice and Mlrand - YES - Seme es above.

3. Osnes - YES - The normal mice did not respond to 

the
hepatitic serum because they were not anemic, end thus their 

liver inhibited the increased EPH in the donor serum. The 

nephritic mice, being anemic, responded to the increesed EPH in 

the hepetitic serum as thetr liver did not inhibit it. 
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4. Other euthore - YES to ? - Polycythemie develops 1n 

only a few petients with hypernephrome because the liver, if 

lntect, destroys the excess EPH produced by the tumor tissue. In 

those few, there mey be too much EPH for the liver to handle, or 

else there is some degree of liver damage which prevents 

complete inhibition of the EPH. 

5. Medicel finding - YES to 7 - Many nephritic patients

ere anemic. 

6. Osnes - NO - Why is the hepatitis patient enemie?

Why is serum from nephritic mlce capable of producing a reti

culocyte response in normel mice? 

7. Mirand end Prentice - NO - Why does serum from the 

bilaterally nephrectomized mice produce a response in the normal 

recipient animets? 

Theory B. The kidney end the liver each produce a factor, end 

that both ere needed for erythropolesis. 

1. Osnes - YES - His work described in this paper.

2. Osnes - ? - Why do normel mice respond to anemic

nephritic serum, Which means that they must make increased kidney 

factor, while normal mice do not respond to anemic hepatitic 

serum, meaning that they ere not making increased liver foetor? 

3. Joeobsen, et�, - ? - It is possible that the increased 

liver damage ln the phenylhydrezine-treated animals could account 

for a high level of liver factor, assuming that the factor was 
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released as the cell membranes were disrupted (similar to 

the transaminase release in myocardial infarction>. If this 

were true, why then don't the normal animals respond to it, 

es it should be high in both kidney and liver factor? 

4. Prentice and Mirand - ? - As in 3 above.

5. Other authors - ? - Here again we would have to assume

some undiagnosed liver disease, in those hypernephrome patients 

with polycythemia, which would account for the necessary increase 

in liver factor. 

6. Mirand end Prentice - ? - What prompts the normal 

recipients of anemic nephritic serum to produce the increased 

kidney factor Which is needed to give an increased Fe59 uptake? 

It ls evident that neither theory can be conclusively supported 

at the present time. am impressed with the work that Dr. Osnes 

has done, and feel that his results give good support to his 

theories. I feel that his ideas are sound, but accept them with 

reservations, inasmuch as there are flews in his reasoning, as 

pointed out above. I look forward with interest to his next 

publication. 

Some experiments Which would be of value in testing Osnes' work 

would involve anemic serum from enlmals with both kidneys and 

liver functionally kaput. Aside from being en Interesting 

technical exercise just to keep such en animal alive, the response 

of normal animals to such serum would shed more light 
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on the two-fector idea. In theory, such a serum should demon

strete no EPH ectivity in the recipient animal. 

Another study needed is to check for any history of llver 

disease in those hypernephroma patients with polycythemie. 

Stil I another experiment would be to study the effect of serum, 

from an anemic human patient, on a patient with chronic nephritis 

who is anemic. Such serum could come from a patient with an 

aptastic or refractory enemia, and which had shown a high EPH 

ectivity in normal test animals. 

Even now, someone mey have found the link which will J�in 

together this chain of facts and theories, and provide us with 

the answer. We may know soon. 
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VI. Conclusion:

EPH is the term used to designate the humoral agent which

controls the production of red blood cells. It has many other 

titles. Its existence was proposed 50-odd years ago, and experi

ments since that time, especially in the last decade, have 

substantiated its presence. 

The works of different experimentors, principally Dr. 

Sverre Osnes of Norway, demonstrate the significance of both 

the kidney and the liver in the production of this agent. It 

is postulated that there are two factors, one from the kidney 

and one from the liver, both of which are necessary for en 

erythropoietic response. 

In analyzing this theory in light of data from different 

sources, flaws appear which cannot be reconciled at the present 

time. We must await the results of additional research before 

making final resolution of the problem. 
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